AfterMath...

Have you ever wondered what you can do with your degree in mathematics, what challenges you may face after you graduate, or how to bridge the gap between being an undergraduate and entering the worlds of business or grad school?

Come talk with math alumni at our first ever Virtual Alumni Panel

March 17 from 4-6PM
Nesbitt Room (2851 East Hall)

Our panel:

- Beatrix Balogh '13; Mathematics; formerly at the William Davidson Institute, now at Georgia Tech
- JJ Lane Carroll '95; Mathematics; Swiss RE America Holding Corporation
- Courtney Kaita '12; Music and Mathematics; Global Atlantic Financial Group Ltd
- Michael Lee '10; Computer Science and Mathematics; Facebook
- Huey Fang Lim '07; German and Mathematics; AIG
- Andre Schultz '10; Mathematics; graduate student at Rice in bioengineering